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ABSTRACT:

The rate of growth in urban areas (urban) and surrounding areas (suburbs) grew rapidly, so that activity shifts towards urban suburbs, an area supporting the activities of the city, as support activities then be made the means of transport, motor transport, but sometimes does not reach certain places, so that take a walk remains a top choice. A place for pedestrians to walk is a pedestrian, but the pedestrian is not only used by man is perfect as pedestrians, but also people with disabilities use the pedestrian, because the move is the right place every moving creature. As already stipulated in the decree PU government No.468/KPTS/1998 About Accessibility and Law No. 4 / 1997 on People with Disabilities. The important thing is comfort at pedestrian. Leisure can be seen from the pedestrian harmony supporting the activities of the user, and how it functions for both pedestrian pedestrians and persons with disabilities perform activities. Seen in this pedestrian function shifted into impromptu market so that impede pedestrian movement, because the pedestrian has not been any movement of the supporting factors for the disabled, especially blind.